Department of Mathematics, CSU Los Angeles

Check the task-list below before seeking advisement:

Department of Mathematics
STF 206 Phone 323-343-2150

Career Advisement
(Initial advisement on choosing major/option or questions relating to math careers)

Academic Reinstatement Approval

GE Course Petition Approval

Major Course Substitution Approval*

Major Electives Approval *

Minor Electives Approval *

Math CSET Waiver*

*These undergraduate advisement requests (with CIN) should be sent to Dr. Raychaudhuri at draycha@calstatela.edu

NSS Advisement Center
King Hall D1050 Phone 323-343-5284

Declaration of Major and Minor

Graduation Check

Academic Reinstatement Pre-Assessment

Unit Overload Petition

Leave of Absence Petition

Super Senior Advisement

To see an NSS advisor, make an appointment at http://www.calstatela.edu/nss/scheduling-appointment

Math advisor schedule (Walk-in) is updated quarterly and posted at Math Dept. website www.calstatela.edu/academic/math